FOR YOUR DIARY
Date

Time

Event

Sat 6 &
Sunday
7 April

09h00
Saturday

Bathurst
Agricultural
Show

Meet at the Civic Centre on Sat at 9am to drive out in
convoy. Display cars and drive past on the main arena on
Sunday. Contact Bill Martin for details on 071 509 0169.

Thursday 5 to 8pm
11 April

Don's DVD

Every 2nd Thursday, Don Lee shows a very interesting half
hour video during the club noggin.

Thursday
18 April

5 to 8pm

Saturday
27 April

9am to
12noon

Story

Supper Night Every 3rd Thursday. Bring and braai.
(every Thursday
is Ladies Night!)

9 – 13
June

AVCMC
Museum
Continental
Milligan Time
Trial

Last Sat each month.
Registration on Sunday at Protea Marine Hotel, PE. Mon
rally to Knysna. Tue rally Knysna to George. Wed rally in
George area. Thur rally George to Knysna and prize giving.

BIRTHDAY
CONGRATULATIONS

April

Donald Whittaker

2

Peter Benyon

5

George Armstrong

16

Trevor Hoole

17

Ron Gush

21

Dave Hawkins

23

Glenn McCreath

27

Juergen Kartenberg

29

THOUGHTS FOR THE DAY
So a young mother gives birth to lovely bouncing twins. When it came to naming them, a boy and a
girl, her husband said not to worry as her brother had already named them. Oh no, she says, he's a
complete idiot, what has he named them? Denise says hubby. Well that's nice says mommy, and the
little boy? Denephew.
Telling an angry woman to calm down is a bit like baptising a cat.
The truth is rarely pure and never simple – Oscar Wilde.

OD INGGS MEMORIAL / BUCO RUN
by Ron Gush
Friday was a perfect evening for the welcome braai at the Clubhouse. About 25 visitors and
members enjoyed a very festive evening together, renewing friendships and meeting new people.

There were 28 entries from Queenstown, Cradock, Somerset East, East London, Port Elizabeth,
Cape Town and, of course, us locals.

Saturday we all gathered at Rosehill car park for scrutineering, driver briefing, a cup of coffee at
Lettercups over which route schedules were studied and annotated and at 09h31 the waiting was
over and the first car was away. Horror of horrors, we made the first error in full view of the watching
public. At the second circle we turned FIRST left. Corrected quickly and put foot to catch up time!

It was a very pleasant run out to Kidds Beach via a detour onto the M25 towards King. An excellent
lunch was served at Kidds Beach (right on the beach front) while the cars rusted quietly outside.

Driving the little old Austin back to Port Alfred against a strong westerly wind was challenging. Real
dragonfly stuff – drag on the uphill and fly on the down. A marshall at the bottom of the Keiskamma
pass was sneaky, we flew past getting up speed for the long uphill.
Dinner at the Highlander was excellent and very festive with lots to discuss.
Sunday morning dawned grey and drizzly. But everybody was at the starter's table bright eyed and
bushy tailed. Half an hour to study the route schedule seemed too short and we were away and
heading for Boknes. Tea at The Red Apple was superb and very well organised – pay first, then tea
and cakes.

The tour around Merry Hill was devious with some cars sent around the loop clockwise and others
anti-clockwise. Des Hill been influencing George Armstrong by any chance? Back to The Highlander
for an excellent lunch and presentation of prizes by our sponsor BUCO's manager Vanessa Gerber.
In his speech, chairman Bruce Yendall thanked (1) Warwick and his staff at the Highlander for their
excellent service, (2) George Armstrong (with his leg in plaster) and team for organising the rally, (3)
the competitors and their mooi cars, (4) the AVCMC committee for making his job so easy. He
congratulated (1) Sue and Neville on winning the rally and (2) Verena and Dave Salzwedel on their
wedding anniversary today!
It was a good fun rally. Well done George and TEAM.

Results:
OD Inggs Memorial Trophy – overall winner
Norbert Drager Trophy – Navigator
Linden Wheels Trophy – 2nd place
Arch Car Sales Trophy – 3rd place
Club Team Trophy – 4/6 places in top 6
John Lee Trophy – 1st Lady Driver placed
Viv Hill Memorial Trophy – Oldest vehicle

-

Neville and Sue Koch
Sue Koch
Norbert Drager and Trevor Hoole
Brian Harris and Hannes Geyer
AVCMC – Yoohooo!
Margie Whittal
Ron Gush

Some of the competing badges, sorry I did not get them all:

SAVVA TECHNICAL TIP 71 – Fan belts
If

you see a car stranded on the side of the road it’s invariably because it’s overheating or has
electrical problems. As far as the overheating is concerned it’s usually because a hose has burst or a
fan belt has disappeared.
Let’s look at fan belts. Recently I purchased a new belt at the local spares shop and was very
concerned at how hard it was and because of the method of packing it was egg shape and not

round. Once fitted, I had to over-tighten it to make it run without a vibration. This you must appreciate
is a no, no, with early water pumps. Eventually, I replaced it with a Fenner belt which was much
softer and was round. The difference was more that noticeable. If you have an early car with water
pump that you don’t want to put too much strain on, we suggest you go to a belt supplier and not the
shop down the road.
Many moons ago I was working as a slave in a large factory which had monstrous electric motors.
Most of these motors had two or more drive belts and when replacing them it was imperative that we
replace them with “matched sets”. As a reminder of the necessity to fit matched sets I once
purchased a Rolls that had been standing for years and in my enthusiasm to get it going I bought
new belts from the down the road spares shop. Two for the power steering and aircon and two for
the alternator and water pump. All went well for week or two until one belt must have had a wobbly
and took the others with it. You cannot believe the mess under that bonnet – four belts tangled up
with all the workings – lesson learned.
If you have a car that has dual belts, especially the long variety, may we suggest that when next
replacing them you go to a specialist belt supplier and ask for matched belts. Belts of the same type
manufactured some time apart may not tighten to the same degree.

TAILPIPE
I was fascinated that these “modern” features were available in 1959. Article shortened. Editor
1959 GMC Firebird III
The two-passenger Firebird III features a double bubble cockpit, a toned-down power plant, guided
by an aircraft-inspired control system, cruise control, and anti-lock brakes. Dual power sources in the
Firebird III – a primary 225hp Whirlfire GT-305 gas turbine engine and a two-cylinder 10hp gasoline
engine which runs the accessories. Perhaps the most interesting feature of the Firebird III is the
Únicontrol. The console-mounted knob allows both the driver and passenger to control steering,
accelerating and braking, all with a twist of the wrist. (Fly by wire! Ed)
Source - GM
Fifty years ago, the 'third bird' boasted an
ultrasonic key that opened the door
automatically, a completely foamed plastic
interior, uni-control steering (no steering
wheel, shift lever, brake pedal or throttle),
tell-tale warning lights instead of gauges,
automatic cruise control, electronic road
guidance, light-sensitive automatic
headlamps and a temperature control that
allowed you to set the inside temperature
before getting into the car. The Firebird III
made a brief appearance with Elvis Presley in 'It happened at the World's Fair.'
Tested up to 100 mph, unfortunately, when shifted into second gear, the tires lost their traction under
the extreme engine torque and the driver immediately slowed down due to fear of an imminent
crash. Later, race car driver Maury Rose tested the vehicle at the Indianapolis Speedway. This
concept vehicle was never intended to test the speed potential or power of the gas turbine, but
basically the ‘practical feasibility' of its use.
Two identical bodies were created for the Firebird III, one made of titanium and one of fiberglass.
The entire exterior of the one vehicle was constructed of titanium and it was the first time this
lightweight metal was used in the construction of a motorcar. The titanium body was left unpainted
and was brush-finished to a satin luster. With an engine output of 200 hp, the team figured out a way
to solve the exhaust heat problem, feeding it through a regenerative system which allowed the whole

engine to operate at nearly 1000°F cooler, and also to power the accessories. This vehicle was first
to utilize four wheel disc brakes, with a fully independent suspension along with a sophisticated
guidance system, intended to be used with the 'the highway of the future', as an electrical wire would
be embedded into a roadway that would send signals that could aid future vehicles and avoid
accidents.
Other revolutionary advances in the design included special air drag brakes, very similar to those
found on aircraft, these emerged from flat panels in the bodywork of the vehicle to slow it down from
high speeds. An automated guidance system was also placed in the vehicle, to avoid accidents and
'no hold' steering, which was controlled by a joystick that was positioned between the two seats. The
Firebird III featured a much more futuristic design and driving it was much like flying a plane.
By Jessica Donaldson
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NOTICE
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual writers and are not necessarily the
opinions of the editor, the Club or its committee members.

